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It was finals time with all teams in the hunt for CBSA glory.   
 
The Junior Basketball team faced Cathedral in the semi finals. The team started off strongly, putting up 
early baskets and gaining a comfortable lead early in the first half. The unfortunate injury of Angus Lake 
and a lack of structure allowed Cathedral to build up some momentum late in the first half. The boys went 
into the second half more focused and went into the second half looking to dominate their opponents. The 
team finally came away with another win and maintaining their undefeated record throughout the season. 
The team will be facing Penshurst in next week's grand final.  
 
The Junior Basketball team faced Penshurst in the CBSA Basketball final. Hoping to maintain their 
undefeated record and retain the championship, the boys were under a lot of pressure to perform and went 
into the game determined and focused. Using a 1-3-1 zone, the team shut down their opponent's offensive 
push early in the game, pulling away with an early lead. Working together, the team maintained this lead 
into the second half, winning the grand final 58-32. The team remained undefeated and retained the 
championship for a second year in a row. Congratulations to the team for this tremendous achievement, 
with special mention to Jack Ticic for receiving the Best and Fairest Award. The team is looking forward to 
continuing this success next season.  
 
The undefeated Intermediate Basketball team faced Cathedral in the grand final after a very 
impressive season. We moved into the grand final after defeating Marrickville in the semi-final in a 
very one-sided contest. The only concern moving forward was that the grand final would present 
pressure that the team was not used to, and this was evident in the decider. Cathedral began the 
Grand Final showing great execution and Revesby was quickly behind on the scoreboard. The 
intensity of the game was definitely higher than what Revesby had been exposed to. Adopting a man-
to-man defence however slowly turned the match and, after the first quarter, Revesby began 
asserting some domination. Kaylan Bayer and Nelson Carey started to spark the Revesby attack and 
some typically effective shooting from Cooper McLaughlin, Jordan Raish and Wezley Manu-Danso 
saw Revesby pull ahead 14-6, when injury struck. In a pivotal moment Kaylan was injured in the 
process of scoring on a fast-break. He jarred his knee and was helped from the court just as Revesby 
was beginning to take control. The game then shifted Cathedral’s way as they scored dominating the 
next stanza of play.  Elias Bazergy and Jonson Morris became important at this point and provided a 
solid and steady influence, each making important baskets. At half-time Revesby held a small lead 
but had not been able to take the many chances that we had created, so we were confident that, if we 
maintained composure in offence, we could control the game. Cooper McLaughlin started to assert 
his authority on the game and his scoring helped open up a more substantial lead. In a huge boost for 
the team Kaylan made his way back onto the court and his defensive presence was very important in 
closing down Cathedral’s offense. The final quarter of the game saw the boys play their typical free 
flowing style and the score began to blow out. The skill and athleticism of the Revesby team saw 
them run away as clear winners, completing a perfect season as undefeated champions, winning 56- 
31. Congratulations to all team members for the manner in which they humbly accepted their victories 
throughout the year. The team members were: Cooper McLaughlin, Kaylan Bayer, Wezley Manu-
Danso, Elias Bazergy, Nelson Carey, Jordan Raish, Jonson Morris, Kirran McFarland and Mitchel 
Frost. 
 
In the Senior Basketball game, the team was out to ensure that they learned from past mistakes. 
From the lead up to the opening tip-off, it was evident that the mindset and mood of the boys was 
different. Finals basketball was a different ball game, much higher intensity with everything to play for. 
Revesby were up for the challenge. The boys started the game with a ferocious intensity, stifling their 
opponents in defence and creating many transition plays to pull out to an early lead. Revesby could 
smell blood - not even an opposition time out could stop the Revesby machine, as the boys rolled on 
to a comfortable 14-point lead at half time on the back of some solid defensive and offensive plays, in 
particular, by big man Einer Thompson whose presence in the key was made known. The second half 
saw Revesby's competitive spirit and desire to win take over, not allowing the opposition a sniff. 
Captain Dwayne Morris and Thomas Daus ensured the points continued to roll on. At no stage did 
Revesby put on the brakes, and ran away with the game booking a spot in the Grand Final win a 
scoreline of 55-27. The boys are looking forward to next week. MVP: Thomas Daus 
 
After a solid hit out in the semi final last week, the Senior Basketball team was ready to conquer the 
final hurdle. The nerves were obvious. The boys warmed up well and were raring to go. As expected, 



the game started tough. Both teams were unable to find any rhythm. Revesby played defence well but 
uncharacteristically struggled in offence despite creating many simple scoring opportunities. Several 
players were in foul trouble early and could not find their rhythm. This game was a real grind. Coach 
Zaborski called a timeout to change up the defence, switching to a man-to-man defence in the hope 
of rattling the opponents. A few more exchanges of baskets and the sides went in tied at the half. The 
second half saw Revesby start to hit their straps offensively. Einer Thompson stepped up with some 
huge plays under the ring, scoring multiple baskets using his size advantage. Defensively, Thomas 
Daus negated the opposition’s best player with some excellent defence. After a few excellent 
defensive stops, Revesby were able to string a few baskets together thanks to the transitional play of 
Daus. Revesby pulled away to a slender lead, which they never relinquished. Despite the game being 
tense, the cool head of Daus took the game away from Lakemba, icing multiple free throws to close 
out the game 36-29. A hard fought win on the back of a wonderful, undefeated season. 
Congratulations to the Senior team of 2016. MVP: Einer Thompson & Thomas Daus. 
 
The Junior Cricket semi-final had a real “finals” feel about it, with both sides ramping up the intensity 
from the get-go.  Cathedral won the toss and arguably erred by sending Revesby in to bat, not that it 
seemed that way for the first six overs.  In that time, our boys’ average shoe size was greater than the 
number of runs scored, even though openers Jon Pengue and Ethan Burke were doing everything 
possible to change that.  Ultimately, Justin Green, Alex Passareli and Josh Silk rose to the challenge 
and helped us reach a defendable total of 7/93, scoring 30, 17 and 23 respectively... Joshua 
remaining not out and Justin caught by the most unlikely and remarkable catch that Coach has ever 
witnessed... unlucky!  When the shoe was on the other foot, Cathedral scored runs early but when we 
disposed of their top three or four, there were not a lot of meat pies left in the oven and although a 
hard-fought affair, we kept them to 6/62 after their 20.  Having lost to Penshurst in our last encounter, 
the boys enter our do-or-die clash with them in the Grand Final under no pressure and keen to see 
what we can do this time around. 
 
It was Grand Final time for the Junior Cricketers and after winning the toss, we elected to bat.  
Penshurst was never going to make it easy, as openers Jon Pengue and Ethan Burke discovered 
when they were bowled for one-a-piece, in the face of a ruthless Penshurst outfit. Justin Green and 
Christian Jardim steadied the ship somewhat before being caught for 14 and 17 respectively, so it 
was up to our remaining batsmen in the bank, which were all withdrawn from our account and spent 
quickly, leading us to a total of 9/57 after 20 overs.  Knowing that this total was defendable with hard 
work and a sprinkling of some dust from Lady Luck’s wand, Coach Rouhliadeff urged his troops to 
throw their bodies on the line, which they did, cutting off Penshurst’s oxygen supply and suffocating 
them in their quest for runs.  Unfortunately, Penshurst made some gasps for air and scraped over the 
line, reaching their required runs by the 18

th
 over with 2/59.  Although it was a disappointing result 

from our end, Coach Rouhliadeff was thoroughly impressed with his boys’ fight back and never-say-
die attitude, particularly late in the game when it became clear that victory had probably slipped from 
our grasp.  The fact that we also made it very tough for them was quite satisfying!  We lost in the 
scorebook to a better team on the day, yet we still managed to rise to and overcome the mental 
challenge of executing our best bowling and fielding performance to date, in spite of our relatively low 
total.  The boys will all have become better players after this experience and that is certainly a 
positive.  Coach Rouhliadeff offers his sincere thanks to Messrs Kulish, Finneran and Logue for their 
support throughout the season, particularly in our finals campaign.  To our loyal army of parent 
supporters, thank you for showing up each and every week to cheer on the boys... it certainly made a 
difference to them.  To Captain Jon Pengue and Vice-Captain Paul Sfeir... Jon the calm and 
hardworking captain and Paul the fiery and energetic deputy, whose yin/yang combination led the 
team with distinction throughout the season...  Thanks so much for your inspirational leadership... just 
awesome!!  Last but certainly not least... congratulations to the boys.  We came second and even 
though we just missed out on the prize, the season was filled with good times and some amazing 
feats and should, appropriately, be classified as a success. 
 
Having lost to Five Dock just last week, Revesby’s Intermediate Cricket team was feeling a little 
deflated and uneasy about playing them again in the semi-finals. However, we were determined to get 
through to the finals and take out the premiership again. Captain Isaac Schipp’s gameplan was to 
send Five Dock in to bat first so we knew exactly how many runs we needed to make, but it seemed 
Five Dock had the same idea and sent us in to bat when they won the toss. With last week’s game 
fresh in their minds and recalling the difficulty it took to make many runs, no one wanted to be the 
opening batsmen. After much discussion, Alex Delinicolis and Ryan Gray rose to the challenge. We 



appeared to have a fighting chance as they managed to stay out on the pitch longer than last week 
but Ryan Gray was clean bowled in the fourth ball of the seventh over and Alex Delinicolis was run 
out on the following ball and by the end of the seventh over, we were two wickets down for only 
seventeen runs. With an average run rate of two per over and losing four wickets in the next three 
overs, we were all out in the nineteenth over on just 40 runs. It just wasn’t our day, but the boys did 
not lose hope and went out on the field fighting. Our opening bowlers Ryan Gray and Vice Captain 
Benjamin Butler did well to keep their run rate low, giving away six runs and fourteen runs 
respectively, in the four overs they each bowled. But in the end, their batsmen were able to chase 
down our total in 11 overs without losing any wickets. We were unlucky this season but we all had 
fun. The boys sharpened their skills, Coach McCormack learnt how to score, and Mrs. Cortes learnt to 
umpire. Commendations to our boys for their sportsmanship and the way they conducted themselves 
each week. We’ll just have to work that much harder to bring back the shield next year. 
 
Overall it was a great start to the representative year with the three basketball teams going through 
the season undefeated and crowned CBSA champions for 2016 whilst the Junior Cricket team 
qualified for the final and the Intermediate and Senior teams were both semi finalists. Well done to all 
concerned but, in particular, the coaches – Mr Loyola (Junior Basketball), Mr Bailey (Intermediate 
Basketball), Mr Zaborski (Senior Basketball), Mr Rouhliadeff (Junior Cricket), Mrs Cortes and Mrs 
McCormack (Intermediate Cricket) and Miss Clift (Senior Cricket). 
 
In other sports news, Jonty Moore recently travelled to Glasgow Scotland to compete at this years 
World Irish Championships, representing Australia. On Easter Thursday, he danced in the 17-18 
years Men’s Competition and  placed on the podium  with a Top 5 finish bringing back to Australia a 
trophy. 
 
We now look forward to the start of the rugby league and soccer seasons, which kick off on the first 
Thursday of the new term. 
 
Mr. Vlad Kulish 
Sports Co-ordinator 
 
 


